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Forget 5-a-day, it's 45-A-DAY you
need! Experts reveal the long list of
nutrients needed daily for optimal
function of the body

A shocking 70% don't eat our recommended 5 portions of fruit and veg a day 
New report reveals how we need 45 nutrients every day for the body to
function 
World Health Organisation links exist low nutrient intake risk of chronic
disease
Some cancers, heart disease, diabetes, osteoporosis and depression all
listed
People suffering from chronic diseases predicted to rise 57 per cent by 2020

By JACK FLANAGAN FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 15:46, 14 March 2018 | UPDAT ED: 09:22, 15 March 2018

Do you hit the holy grail of five portions of fruit and veg a day? 

A shocking 70 per cent of us don’t, according to official figures – and, along
with diets high in fat and sugar, it’s having a catastrophic effect on our health.

Now, a new report has revealed we actually need 45 nutrients every day for the
body to function optimally.

However, it lays bare the UK's health dilemma as it claims our low fruit and veg
intake means many of us fail to get anywhere near the required amount. 

The World Health Organisation says there are strong links between low intakes
of particular nutrients and the risk of developing chronic diseases including
some cancers, heart disease, diabetes, osteoporosis and depression.

And the number of people set to suffer from a chronic disease is predicted to
soar by 57 per cent in the next two years alone. 

In a new nutrition report, published by the supplement brand Alive!, nutritionists
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In a new nutrition report, published by the supplement brand Alive!, nutritionists
have warned the UK is effectively heading for a health breakdown. 

Nutritionist Suzie Sawyer, who backed the report, said: ‘The human body needs
to be properly fuelled to function at its best. We need around 45 different
nutrients daily to run efficiently.

Do you hit  t he holy grail of  f ive port ions of  f ruit  and veg a day? A shocking 70 per cent
of  us don’t , according t o of f icial f igures – and, along wit h diet s high in f at  and sugar,
it ’s having a cat ast rophic ef f ect  on our healt h

‘And this is where cracks start to appear as all too many of us fail to get
adequate intakes of vital nutrients – sometimes with large and potentially
dangerous shortfalls.’

She adds: ‘Even marginal deficiencies can result in health problems.

‘And while most experts agree that a balanced diet is the best source of
essential vitamins and minerals, this is rarely a practical option for many people
because of hectic lifestyles, dietary preferences and individual circumstances.

‘Time and again we’re are told "just eat a balanced diet" – but the plain fact is
people just don’t do that.’ 

Government research has shown that if our daily diets were better, staggering
70,000 premature deaths each year could be prevented.

In fact, poor dietary habits cost the NHS an estimated £5.8 billion a year, more
than smoking (£3.3bn), alcohol (£3.3bn) and people being overweight and obese
(£5.1 bn).

Now, experts are warning that while we’re living longer than ever before – and
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THE 45 ESSENTIAL
NUTRIENTS NEEDED
DAILY 

VITAMINS:

A, D, E, K, C, B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B12,
Biotin, Folic Acid

MINERALS:

Calcium, Chloride, Sodium,
Molybdenum, Potassium, Iron,
Magnesium, Manganese, Zinc,
Selenium, Iodine, Vanadium, Cobalt,
Silicon, Sulphur, Phosphorus,
Chromium, Fluoride, Boron, Copper

ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS (PROTEIN):
Leucine, Isoleucine, Lysine,
Methionine, Phenylalanine,
Tryptophan, Valine, Histidine,
Theonine

ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS: Linoleic
acid; Alpha-linolenic acid

Carbohydrates (glucose)

have better access to food than ever - the number of healthy years many of us
enjoy before chronic disease strikes is falling.

‘We may be living longer, but it doesn’t
mean we are living better – or that
those extra years will be happy or
healthy,’ says Suzie Sawyer, a clinical
nutritionist based in Brighton and co-
author of the new report, called Is The
UK Heading for a Health Breakdown?

‘Many of our modern-day diseases are
the result of poor nutrition and vitamin
and mineral deficiencies.

‘The tragedy is that so many chronic
health conditions could be prevented
by eating a better diet.’

Specifically, official data from the
National Diet and Nutrition Survey
shows:

• Levels of Vitamin D, which is mainly
produced when the skin comes into
contact with sunlight, are persistently
low. And despite Public Health England
advising supplementation of at least
10mcg a day, deficiency is still
widespread.

• A substantial proportion of children aged 11-18 years have low intakes of all
minerals - magnesium, potassium, zinc, selenium, calcium and iodine in particular.

• Iron intakes are low in women of all ages: 48 per cent of girls aged 11-18 years
and 27 per cent of women aged 19-64 had low intakes.

• A large percentage of adults have lower than the recommended intakes of
magnesium, potassium and selenium.

• All age groups have an average consumption of oily fish well below the
recommended one portion (140g) per week.

The rise of Victorian diseases 

Experts are also warning that Victorian-era diseases are returning to the UK.
Gout, malnutrition, rickets and scurvy are all on the rise due to poor diets and
lifestyle habits.

Figures from NHS Digital show that hospital admissions for gout have risen by 78
per cent in five years, while admissions for malnutrition rose by 71 per cent over
the same time frame.

Indeed, rickets, eradicated in the UK in the 1950s, has re-emerged as a public
health threat. Doctors have revealed how a combination of child poverty and
poor diet, together with a lack of sunlight and insufficient physical activity, has
led to hundreds of new cases being diagnosed every year.

And in a recent study, University of Toronto researchers analysed UK hospital
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admissions and found that between 1997 and 2011 cases of rickets have almost
doubled in the under 15s.

The Great British diet disaster 

So why are we in such a nutritional mess?

‘One of the biggest factors is our diet and the over consumption of fatty or
sugary food and under-consumption of food rich in fibre and vital vitamins and
minerals essential for good health,’ says GP Dr David Edwards.

So, what are we lacking? And why does it matter? 

‘The two nutrients of real concern of deficiency in the UK are folate and vitamin
D3 – and these are the focus of campaigns by Public Health England,’ explains
Suzie Sawyer. ‘But there are other areas where many of us are lacking.’

FOLATE/FOLIC ACID

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM: Less than a third of all women in England take folic acid
before pregnancy. Part of the reason may be that around half of pregnancies
are unplanned.

WHY WE NEED IT: Folic acid is a type of vitamin B that helps the body produce
red blood cells, and is crucial during the first weeks of pregnancy to help the
baby's brain and spinal cord develop. This is why all women trying for a baby or in
the first 12 weeks of pregnancy are advised to take a folic acid supplement
(400mcg daily) to help prevent birth defects like spina bifida.

All age groups have an average consumpt ion of  oily f ish well below t he recommended
one port ion (140g) per week
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VITAMIN D

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? Around 20 per cent of adults have low readings for
vitamin D. The main source of this vital vitamin is sunlight, but the UK climate
means that between October and March levels can plummet badly and the NHS
recommends that everyone now takes a daily supplement of 10mcg during
autumn and winter. Those at high risk of deficiency (such as people with darker
skins) are advised to take a supplement all year round.

WHY WE NEED IT: The vitamin’s main function is to regulate the amount of
calcium and phosphorus in the body, crucial for healthy bones, teeth and
muscles. Very low levels of vitamin D can, in extreme cases, lead to rickets in
children.

Meanwhile, research published in the BMJ suggested that more than three
million people could avoid colds and flu each year if they took vitamin D.

‘A low level of vitamin D has also been linked with some cancers, cardiovascular
problems, asthma attacks, depression and multiple sclerosis,’ says Suzie
Sawyer.

IRON AND B12

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? Large numbers of girls and women are not achieving the
recommended nutrient intake for iron.

WHY WE NEED IT: Low iron levels can lead to anaemia, with symptoms of
tiredness, heart palpitations and shortness of breath. Anaemia can also be
caused by vitamin B12 and folate deficiency, which are both needed to produce
red blood cells.

IODINE

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? Official data shows people of all age-groups across the
UK fail to meet World Health Organisation (WHO) guidelines for iodine intake.
The trend for ditching dairy is also causing many people to be iodine deficient,
says Suzie Sawyer. This is because cow’s milk is one of the best sources. Fish is
another good source.

WHY WE NEED IT: ‘Iodine is essential for proper thyroid hormone function –
which helps control the body’s metabolism,’ explains clinical pharmacist Mike
Wakeman.

‘Iodine during pregnancy is vital for brain health of the developing foetus – and a
child’s cognitive development in their early years.’
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child’s cognitive development in their early years.’

Research shows even a slight deficiency can lead to a lower IQ; children of the
iodine-deficient mothers were more likely to have scores in the lowest quartile
for verbal IQ, reading accuracy, and reading comprehension.

TOP TIP: Skip the organic milk – it’s 44 per cent lower in iodine than conventional
milk, and long-life UHT milk is 27 per cent lower.

WHY FAD DIETS, MEDICINES AND
MODERN FARMING ARE ROBBING
US OF NUTRIENTS 
• Even if you do tuck into five portions of fruit and veg a day, modern
farming methods mean you might not be getting all the nutrients you
need. A Government report concluded that average concentrations of
the trace minerals copper, magnesium, sodium, iron and potassium have
significantly dropped in crops. Selenium levels in soil are also lower than
they used to be

• ‘Research shows that popular weight-loss diets that cut out food groups
such as red meat or dairy may also be contributing to micronutrient
depletion,’ adds nutritionist Suzie Sawyer.

• Plant-based diets are not necessarily providing adequate nutrient
intakes.

• Our ability to absorb nutrients declines with age; as we grow older we
tend to produce less stomach acid, which impairs nutrient uptake

• Alcohol consumption, stress and smoking all stop our bodies from
absorbing the right amounts of vitamins and minerals needed on a daily
basis.

• The more ill-health within the population, the more medicines are
prescribed – and these can affect nutrient absorption. For example, the
most widely prescribed medicine for Type 2 diabetes, metformin, causes
vitamin B12 deficiency. Vitamin B12 is essential for energy production,
healthy nerves and blood and the prevention of anaemia. Meanwhile many
medicines prescribed for high blood pressure lead to deficiencies of
vitamin D5 and potassium.

SELENIUM

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? A poll by the Alive! Supplement brand found that 20 per
cent of Britons have no idea what selenium is. It’s what’s known as a trace
mineral – a vital mineral needed in small amounts.

The richest food sources are Brazil nuts, kidney, liver and fish, but the foods
that make the largest contribution to our selenium intake — because we eat
proportionately more of them — are cereals, bread, meat and poultry.

However, because levels of selenium in our soil are low, cattle aren’t absorbing
as much when they graze, nor are crops or other fresh produce grown on it.

As a result, there is less selenium available from meat, grains and vegetables.
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As a result, there is less selenium available from meat, grains and vegetables.

WHY WE NEED IT: The body uses selenium to make ‘selenoproteins’, which work
like antioxidants preventing damage to cells.

Lack of selenium could have a number of serious health implications such as an
increased risk of coronary heart disease and certain cancers and heart disease,
poor immunity, susceptibility to degenerative diseases, inflammatory problems,
reduced male fertility and skin conditions such as eczema.

OMEGA-3 FATTY ACIDS

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? Omega-3s are a type of polyunsaturated fat naturally
found in oily fish like tuna, salmon and sardines. All age groups are advised to eat
at least one portion of oily fish a week, with a cooked weight of 140g, but
dietary data shows that consumption levels in the UK are a fraction of the
target.

WHY WE NEED THEM: The body cannot make these essential fatty acids, so we
must get them from our diet or via a supplement.

Studies have linked omega-3 fatty acids with a reduced risk of heart disease,
some cancers, such as prostate and skin, improving mood and combating
memory loss and dementia.

MAGNESIUM

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM? Despite magnesium being found in many foods,
especially green leafy vegetables, nuts and whole grains, studies show many
people – including children – don’t make the recommended daily amount. This
may be because magnesium tends to be lost during food preparation and
cooking and/or because dietary intake of fruits and vegetables is so low in the
UK.

WHY WE NEED IT: Magnesium is the fourth most abundant mineral in the body. It
plays a role in over 300 metabolic reactions and has a key role in maintaining
normal heart rhythms, muscular contraction, muscle and nerve function, blood
pressure control, glucose and insulin metabolism, and bone mass. A deficiency
can leave you feeling totally drained of energy. 
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it quits with rapper 21
Savage after a year of
dating as they unfollow
each other's Instagram
accounts
 

Becca Kufrin discusses
moment Arie Luyendyk
dumped her... as she
reveals who she REALLY
wants to give a rose on
The Bachelorette

Best friends! Cousins
North West, four, and
Penelope Disick, five,
step out with Kourtney
Kardashian for art class
St epped out  f or art
class in Los Angeles

Hot metal! Bella Hadid
dons a chic silver
ensemble for Dior
makeup event at
Chateau Marmont in
West Hollywood
Smiling sweet heart

Sheer daring! Lara
Bingle flaunts her
cleavage and a glimpse
of underwear as she
attends Dior party in a
daringly diaphanous
frock

'I'm NOT gay, I have
nothing to hide!':
Kendall Jenner
addresses persistent
sexuality rumours as she
CONFIRMS she is dating
Blake Griffin

Justin Theroux, 46,
walks alone in NYC...
after claims he's
rebounding from wife
Jennifer Aniston with
NYC artist Petra Collins,
25
 

When one (trap) door
closes... TOWIE's Gemma
Collins 'lined-up for
BBC's Celebrity
Masterchef as a peace-
offering for THAT stage
fall
 

'It hasn't taken him
long has it?': Jeremy Kyle
pokes fun at his father
Patrick as he reveals he
has found love again a
year after his wife's
passing
 

Hello sunshine!
Victoria Justice lights up
the room in yellow
jumpsuit at Pandora
jewelry event in NYC
All eyes were on
Vict oria Just ice

Tyga steps out in
Beverly Hills after
momager Kris Jenner
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momager Kris Jenner
shut down rumours he
fathered ex Kylie's
daughter Stormi
He's not  t he daddy

Looking Marvel-ous!
Krysten Ritter stands out
in bright red jacket to
promote second season
of superhero show
Jessica Jones
Lady in red

Hippie chic! Paris
Jackson pairs colorful
graphic top with hipster
jeans for Dior party in
Hollywood
Paris, 19, f lashed her
belly but t on

Viewers incredulous as
This Morning suffers
EPIC blunder by playing
Meghan Trainor song All
About That Bass over
tribute to late genius
Stephen Hawking

Can't rain on her
parade! Amy Adams
splashes through
puddles in heels while
out with her husband in
Beverly Hills
Making a splash

Is stress of the
Kardashian family feud
taking a toll? Caitlyn
Jenner reveals small
bald spot as she steps out
in Malibu
 

Bollywood star Amy
Jackson flaunts her
ample cleavage in a
sultry black thigh-split
gown at the Asian
Awards in London
 

Olivia Attwood flaunts
her eye-popping
cleavage in a skimpy
blue mini-dress in racy
bedroom snap
 

'I got accepted into
America forever!': Iggy
Azalea posts triumphant
Instagram Story after
being approved for a US
Green Card
She did it !

'It takes you on a
journey': Priscilla
Presley unveils new Elvis
documentary during
appearance at South by
Southwest
Panel discussion

Nicole Richie wears her
hair in curly braids at a
reading of Cleo Wade's
new book Heart Talk in
Los Angeles
Nicole Richie loves
good lit erat ure
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Luck of the Irish! Jenny
McCarthy prepares for
Saint Patrick's Day as
she dresses as a
leprechaun for SiriusXM
show
 

A Wrinkle In Time star
Oprah Winfrey, 64, puts
on a casual display in
low-key black outfit as
she returns to her
London hotel after night
out
 

Hollyoaks SPOILER:
Fans are left reeling as
Luke Morgan
PROPOSES to Mandy
Richardson...while her
lover Darren Osbourne
hides under the bed!
 

Kathie Lee Gifford
admits she reached out
to her 'friends' Harvey
Weinstein AND Bill
Cosby in the wake of
their sex abuse scandals

EXCLUSIVE: Porn star
Christiana Cinn reveals
she was propositioned by
pizza delivery boy for
$200... and Domino's
offered a DESSERT when
she reported it

'It's never too late to
fall in love!' Seal reveals
he wants to 'reconnect
with some friends'....
after reports of
'rekindling his romance
with Delta Goodrem

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Curvaceous Kelly Brook
showcases her eye-
popping assets in a
skimpy black bikini as
she continues romantic
break with beau Jeremy

FIRST LOOK: Nick
'Honey Badger'
Cummins keeps his
signature shaggy hair
and moustache for his
Bachelor debut 
Rugby union player

It's not her first time on
TV! Bachelor 2018 star
Cassandra Wood is
pictured filming scenes
for Home and Away...
before signing up for the
dating show

It's over! Brielle
Biermann, 21, splits
from White Sox player
boyfriend Michael
Kopech after two-year
romance
 

Perrie Edwards breaks
her social media silence
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her social media silence
after ex-fiancé Zayn
Malik splits from Gigi
Hadid... while Twitter
goes wild with memes
about her 'reaction'

Perrie's a lucky lady!
Alex Oxlade-
Chamberlain bares his
muscular chest in new
shaving advert... as her
ex-fiancé Zayn Malik
splits from Gigi Hadid

Rock on! Paris Jackson
wears Guns N' Roses
shirt and black leggings
for a salon visit in West
Hollywood with mystery
man
Sober mood

Miami heat! Ashley
Graham accentuates her
hourglass figure in
studded black bikini
from her swimsuit range
 

Prince Charles cracks a
joke as he joins a
radiant Sophie Wessex at
a Buckingham Palace
reception celebrating the
nation's nurses
 

Alexis Bledel returns to
Handmaid's Tale in new
promotional image for
Season 2
Alexis has been
bumped up t o series
regular f or t he second
season

In a dark mood!
Yolanda Hadid dons all-
black ensemble in NYC a
day after Gigi Hadid and
Zayn Malik call it quits
 

Adam Levine makes
coffee run with daughter
Dusty Rose as
supermodel wife Behati
Prinsloo stays home
with baby Gio
 

'So excited!': Kim
Kardashian reveals it
feels good being back to
'natural dark hair'
though it was 'fun' being
blonde then pink
 

That's unbearably cute!
Chrissy Teigen shares
photo of adorable
daughter Luna among
teddy bears in Seoul
Adorable phot o

Cate Blanchett reveals
she got a 'PENIS
FACIAL' with Sandra
Bullock at a high end
salon in New York while
filming Oceans 8
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filming Oceans 8
 

Ciara stuns in elegant
ensemble as she poses
with a gold-plated
Volkswagen at
PANDORA event in New
York City
Ciara shines bright  

Laura Haddock shows
off her incredible post-
baby body just TWO
months after giving
birth... as she joins new
mother Tamsin Egerton
at fashion launch party
 

Paloma Faith parades
her incredible figure in a
dazzling silver bodysuit
and geometric cape as
she takes to the stage at
the O2 Arena
 

What a gent! Ryan
Gosling helps his
mother-in-law into the
car after lunch at Little
Dom's in Los Angeles
 

Strike a pose! Camila
Cabello flashes her
toned tummy as she
makes security check
her own cheeky runway
at LAX
 

Mommy duty! Casual
Natalie Portman strolls
through Los Feliz in
jeans and flip flops with
one-year-old Amalia
 

EXCLUSIVE: 'I was
shining after giving birth
to my two babies': Singer
Ciara reveals how
motherhood has
changed her life
 

TOWIE's Georgia
Kousoulou parades her
enviable cleavage in
cropped cream kimono
before flashing her
toned stomach in tight
black tracksuit 
 

If Catherine Tate's
going to save bulldogs,
she'll need more bite:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV
 

'Horrible people get
nowhere': Zayn Malik's
little sister uploads
cryptic Instagram
message following her
brother's split from Gigi
Hadid

YES please! Louisa
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YES please! Louisa
Johnson flashes her abs
sporty in sporty shoot on
behalf of ASBO
magazine... as she
celebrates her musical
comeback with new
single
 

'It made me ill': Lauren
Harries toyboy ex
Connor Yemm reveals
break-up left him
battling depression and
anxiety... as he admits
their relationship was
never 'sexual'
 

Disgraced former
Corrie star Bruno
Langley looks downcast
as he steps out of estate
agents... following sexual
assault conviction
 

Daisy Lowe proudly
displays her curves in an
unbuttoned semi-sheer
blouse and skinny jeans
as she steps out for
exclusive fashion bash
 

Olivia Buckland shows
off her tattooed curves in
tiny metallic bikini as
she packs on the PDA
with hunky fiance Alex
Bowen during sizzling
Caribbean holiday

Shell yeah! Chloe
Meadows displays her
curves in bikini as she
and her TOWIE co-stars
take snaps of each other
while filming in
Barcelona
 

'It seemed the right
time for a change':
Cheryl is released by
record label Polydor...
but her 'exciting' fifth
studio album will still be
out in the autumn
 

Beyoncé is going vegan
again for Coachella -
should you?
Nutritionists explain the
pros and cons of the
star's 44-day conversion 
 

Painting the town red!
Bella Thorne wears
crimson suit to match
her flame colored hair
for outing in Beverly
Hills 
 

Is there hope? Ben
Affleck 'told friends he
wants Jennifer Garner
back' as they have NOT
finalised divorce after
splitting three years ago
St ill dragging t heir
f eet

James Blunt says he'll
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James Blunt says he'll
be 'too drunk' to sing at
Ed Sheeran's wedding to
his childhood
sweetheart Cherry
Seaborn
 

'I'll never fly them':
Olivia Munn and Lisa
Vanderpump hit out at
United Airlines as they
lead celeb fury over
French Bulldog dying in
overhead bin
 

Coronation Street
SPOILER: Martin Platt
to make a shock return
with TWO secret
children... as he supports
son David after horrific
rape ordeal
 

'Never give up!': Miley
Cyrus, Kendall Jenner
and Kerry Washington
among stars tweeting
their support for
students on National
Walkout Day
 

Family time! Anne
Hathaway sports denim
blouse and black
trousers for breakfast
with husband Adam
Shulman and son
Jonathan
 

Geordie Shore viewers
accuse former couple
Aaron Chalmers and
Marnie Simpson of
hooking up... despite
both being in
relationships

Kylie Minogue looks
effortlessly stylish in
oversized denim jacket
and floral maxi dress
ahead of her intimate
Manchester gig 
 

Paris Hilton, 37, looks
IDENTICAL to her
mother Kathy Hilton, 59,
as the star shares
flashback image to wish
the matriarch a happy
birthday

 

Human Ken Doll
Rodrigo Alves displays
his signature style in
striking crushed velvet
suit at fashion week
party in Russia
 

'It's already made us
even closer': Kendall
Jenner is thrilled Kylie
has welcomed baby
Stormi... but she won't
get pregnant until she's
'28 or 29'
 

Bundled up! Jennifer
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Bundled up! Jennifer
Garner and daughter
Violet step out wearing
warm coats in New
York... amid reports ex
Ben Affleck wants to
reconcile
 

Alex Jones pushes
herself to the limit as she
cycles through the Lake
District's toughest
terrain for her third
Sport Relief challenge
 

'Like a dream':
Katherine Heigl looks
every bit in love with
husband Josh Kelley as
she shares family
pictures from Mexican
getaway
 

'I'm comfortable in my
own body': Jess Shears
shows off her incredible
physique in scanty
lingerie... after revealing
she has undergone
liposuction

Staying single? Heidi
Klum leaves celeb
hotspot Delilah with
Tokio Hotel guitarist
Tom Kaulitz... weeks
after admitting she's
'ready to mingle'
 

Wondrous in white!
Alicia Vikander shows
off her sculpted legs on
BUILD Series as she
reveals she played video
games to prepare for
Tomb Raider
 

'It's not always about
young, perfect models':
Kim Kardashian looks
flawless in new images
to promote her KKW
Beauty concealer line
 

Not your average
grandma! Kris Jenner,
62, flashes her black
lace bra as she poses
with daughter Kim
Kardashian at jewelry
event
 

Putting The Body on
parade! Elle
Macpherson, 53, shows
off lengthy legs in tiny
mini dress as she teases
scenes of her fashion
shoot
 

Back in the Big Apple!
Emily Ratajkowski is
New York City chic as
she carries Prada purse
that costs over $3K...
after Utah desert
honeymoon
 

EXCLUSIVE: 'She is
upset that he has lied
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upset that he has lied
and strung her along':
Amber Turner 'hits back
at ex Dan Edgar'.... as
she joins glamorous
Chloe Lewis for TOWIE

'We got your a** on
camera!' Kim Zolciak
calls the cops and takes
to Twitter after burglar
broke into Brielle's car
at family's Georgia home
 

Naked Vicky Pattison
enjoys indulgent bath as
she continues romantic
South African getaway
with beau John Noble
following I'm A Celebrity
Australia

Twice Girl! Braless
Victoria Beckham
reveals a little too much
beneath tight polo-neck 
as she returns to London
after wowing Paris
 

'We're all super in
love!' Brendan Cole's
wife Zoe shares first snap
of newborn son Danté...
as she reveals he has
'bandy legs like his
dancer daddy'

'Do something with us!
We've got no
friends!' Emily Blunt
and John Krasinski post
hilarious video seeking
couple to join them for a
double date at premiere 

'Remember the lesson':
Amber Turner makes
thinly-veiled dig at ex
Dan Edgar as she posts
sexy bikini snap... while
he moves on with
TOWIE newcomer

Kaley Cuoco wears
hideous outfits and
forces her stylist to adopt
41 dogs as she
hilariously spoofs
Keeping Up with the
Kardashians for charity

Keira Knightley cuts a
low-key figure in navy
wool coat and jeans as
she begins filming new
political drama Official
Secrets in Yorkshire
First  day of  f ilming

'I thought I was Elle
Macpherson!' Susannah
Constantine claims she
was a 'fat and deluded
walking disaster'... but
she doesn't use Trinny
Woodall as 'a yardstick'

EXCLUSIVE: Sean
Penn's debut novel calls
for the assassination of a
president identical to
Trump by main
character who taunts:
'Tweet me b****'
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'Tweet me b****'
 

Feeling OK? Pregnant
Jordin Sparks looks
concerned as she rubs
her baby bump while
wearing casual outfit in
Los Angeles
 

'Like watching your
mum trying to befriend
celebrities': Lorraine
Kelly's viewers 'cringe' at
her interview with Reese
Witherspoon, Oprah and
Mindy Kaling

Eddie Redmayne is
seen for the first time
after paying an
emotional tribute to
Stephen Hawking... four
years after portraying
him

'From PE teacher to TV
legend': Bullseye host
Jim Bowen dies aged 80
with his wife by his side
as fans of the iconic
show remember his
famous catchphrases

EXCLUSIVE: Model
who accused Mohamed
Hadid of rape and
sexual harassment
admits on camera that
she has 'no claims'
against 'really nice men'

'I'm trying to get
through this': Audrina
Patridge has made
daughter her 'main
focus' after restraining
order against Corey
Bohan

Blooming lovely!
Pregnant Zara offers a
glimpse of her bump at
six months along in a
stylish red ensemble as
she joins husband Mike
Tindall at Cheltenham

Windswept Love Island
star Georgia Harrison
stuns in a lilac dress and
veiled headpiece at
Cheltenham Festival
Ladies Day

Georgia Toffolo
embraces her inner
Chelsea girl in a tweed
jacket and a smart hat
as she enjoys fun-filled
outing at Cheltenham
Ladies' Day

Sight for shore eyes!
Kelly Brook's BFF Hofit
Golan shows off her
incredible figure as she
models array of sexy
swimwear during idyllic
Thailand trip

Child actor Donna
Butterworth, who starred
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alongside Elvis and Jerry
Lewis in the 1960s, has
died at 62 in Hawaii
Prof essional singer 

First look: John Legend
caresses the cheek of
Sara Bareilles' Mary
Magdalene in teaser for
Jesus Christ Superstar
Live!
New sneak peek 

'I had to grow up
quickly': RHOBH Erika
Girardi details difficult
upbringing and how she
set her successful career
into motion
RHOBH st ar

A-list nursery! Khloe
Kardashian's baby
registry includes a $495
air purifier... as due date
is only TWO WEEKS
away
Arriving int o st yle

EXCLUSIVE:
Vanderpump Rules stars
Jax and Brittany spark
engagement rumors with
new bling... but play coy
in interview with
DailyMailTV

'It feels like nothing
happened!' Amanda
Holden praises Ant
McPartlin after his drugs
and marriage woes...
praising his 'tenacity'
and 'humour' 

'I'll be right here': Bella
Hadid appears to throw
shade at Zayn Malik as
she quotes his lyrics in
cryptic post amid sister
Gigi's split from the star

'Death was a relief':
Stephen Hawking's
second ex-wife who once
faced allegations of
abuse claims 'ladies'
man' proposed to her
TWICE after divorce 

Eddie Redmayne pays
tribute to Stephen
Hawking as he passes
away aged 76... four
years after Oscar-
winning portrayal in
The Theory Of
Everything

Last photographs of
Stephen Hawking show
him enjoying a night out
in Mayfair as his
children pay tribute to
the professor's
'brilliance and humour' 

'May you keep flying in
microgravity': The world
of science and celebrity
unite in grief as NASA,
Katy Perry and Piers
Morgan lead tributes to
Stephen Hawking
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Stephen Hawking

Decorating the
nursery? Pregnant
Dancing With The Stars
vet Kym Johnson, 41, is
seen leaving interior
design shop in Beverly
Hills

Apps that let parents
secretly spy on their
children's PHONES
divide This Morning
viewers - and Phillip
Schofield says he would
NEVER use one

Sheer jean-ius! Irina
Shayk looks every bit the
fashionable mom in
denim jumpsuit as she
enjoys bonding day with
baby daughter in LA
Russian beaut y 

'Day off': Kylie Jenner
barely covers up with
black robe as she poses
with Kendall by a
Mercedes-Benz... six
weeks after welcoming
Stormi

Hugh can blame him!
Jackman enjoys the dog
life as he lets his French
bulldog Dali sleep on his
legs on the couch
He lounged on t he
sof a wit h his French
bulldog 

'I don't know if it's over
for us': Olivia Attwood
and Chris Hughes
reunite at Cheltenham
as they hint at
reconciliation weeks
after emotional split

So, do you regret that
tattoo Zayn? Shirtless
Malik cuts a forlorn
figure as he emerges for
the first time since split
from Gigi Hadid... but
fans mock him
 

'It's pen!' Kieran Hayler
forced to explain 'purple
marks' on daughter
Bunny's shoulder after
concerned fans bombard
him with messages

'I'm so upset life has
gotten in the way': Dua
Lipa forced to CANCEL
two concerts in Australia
after undergoing
emergency dental
surgery

Holly Willoughby opts
for demure fringed midi
skirt on This Morning...
after her last ensemble
was BANNED from
daytime TV for being too
short

Red hot! EJ Johnson
wows as he flashes toned
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wows as he flashes toned
midsection in skimpy
white crop top and fiery
sweatpants during night
out in LA
He st ole t he show 

'Drama is not known to
attract stable types': Tom
Hardy reveals he still
respects Shia LaBeouf
seven years after being
knocked out by the actor
on set

'It affects women more
than men': Miranda
Hart slams the 'archaic
system' after it emerges
The Crown's Claire Foy
was paid LESS than co-
star Matt Smith

'There were a lot of
warnings': Les Dennis
reveals he's lost 19Ibs
and 'reversed' his pre-
diabetes diagnosis with
new fitness regime after
ignoring health issues

PIERS MORGAN:
Thank you Stephen
Hawking - extraordinary
determination that
showed the world's
whiners that self-pity is
a waste of life

Reese Witherspoon and
her daughter Ava, 18,
display their striking
likeness as they slip into
equally chic winter coats
for another day out in
London

'It just wasn't the same
without everyone who
left': Marnie Simpson
CONFIRMS she has
QUIT Geordie Shore
after 'five wild years'
She's leaving

'You have 12-year-old
fans!': Kylie Jenner
sparks fan outrage as
she names blushers
targeted at TEENS
'Barely Legal' and
'Virginity'

Sealed with a kiss!
TOWIE's Pete Wicks
packs on the PDA with
new love interest Shelby
Tribble as they enjoy
date night
He's moved on

Today's headlines Most Read

Former model, 27, has been unable to
urinate for more than 2 YEARS after being
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urinate for more than 2 YEARS after being
struck down by a condition...

Builder is impaled t hrough his t est icles
by a 4f t  pole t hat  emerged f rom his
NECK af t er he f ell f rom t he...

Mother-of-two, 37, offers to donate her
frozen embryos to women affected by
fertility clinic blunders which...

Women wit h heavy periods 'should have
scans' t o check t hey are not  caused by
an underlining condit ion which...

Incredible pictures reveal the
transformation of an 11-year-old girl
whose bowed legs were twisted 180...

Researchers unveil new AI t hat  can t ell if
a person is male or f emale just  by
reading t heir smile

Daily agony of man with skin as weak as a
butterfly: 38-year-old reveals his ordeal is
akin to living with...

Hacker alert  f or hospit als as report
warns vit al devices like pacemakers and
MRI scanners could be t urned...

Number of women having IVF without a
man soars by 35%: Experts say many use
donated sperm after failing to...

Nat ional cancer plans are making 'no
dif f erence' as UK survival rat es STILL lag
behind t he majorit y of ...

Why did 10,000 more Britons die than
usual in first seven weeks of 2018? Mystery
over 12 percent rise in...

UK t ops league of  shame f or unhealt hy
children: We're among t he worst  in t he
West  f or obesit y and...

Cate Blanchett reveals she got a 'PENIS
FACIAL' with Sandra Bullock at a high end
salon in New York while...

Benef it s of  a bush: Why pubic hair is
bet t er f or your healt h t han being
waxed - and even ATTRACTS sexual...

Physically fit women are 90% less likely to
develop dementia, study claims 

MORE HEADLINES

MORE DON'T MISS

Sisterhood Of The
Plunging Looks! Blake
Lively, 30, wows in retro-
inspired ensemble as she
joins half-sibling Robyn,
46, at Lorraine Schwartz
bash

TOWIE's Yazmin
Oukhellou sets pulses
racing as she exhibits
her envy-inducing figure
in a number of skimpy
bikinis during South
African getaway

EXCLUSIVE: Stephen
Belafonte hits back at
Mel B claiming he has
footage of star 'trying to
drunkenly urinate on
the couch' and emails
calling her an 'addict' 

Calling the shots!
Madonna set to direct
film Taking Flight about
African ballerina
Michaela DePrince who
starred in Beyonce's
Lemonade video
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Justin Theroux, 46, is
'dating 25-year-old
Petra Collins' following
split from Jennifer
Aniston... as BFF Selena
Gomez unfollows artist
on Instagram
 

Girls Aloud singer
Nicola Roberts's ex-
boyfriend is banned
from viewing her
website, Instagram and
Twitter posts after
restraining order breach

Thandie Newton
debuts new cropped
hairstyle as she joins her
co-stars at the Westworld
season 2 photo call in
LA
Almost  unrecognisable

Deliverance star Burt
Reynolds, 82, swaps
stunts for a walking stick
as he strolls through
New York's JFK airport 
Looked unrecognisable

'I love my babies!':
Enrique Iglesias speaks
about his new twins
Nicholas and Lucy for
the FIRST TIME in sweet
onstage tribute to family
with Anna Kournikova

'I haven't had sex for
TWO years': Lauren
Goodger reveals she was
never intimate with her
jailbird ex Joey... as she
claims DRAKE tried it on
with her

Family man! Doting
dad Liev Schreiber
spends quality time with
sons Alexander and
Samuel as he bundles
up for stroll through
NYC

Matt Richardson
reveals Katie Price
introduced herself with
VERY lewd opening line
during their first
meeting
Got  everyone giggling

Doting mum Geri
Horner perfects winter
chic in stylish grey
jacket and skinny jeans
as she takes baby son
Montague out for a stroll
in his pram

Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley nails casual
chic in skin-tight jeans
with elegant Breton-
striped top following
London business
meetings 

Karen Gillan sparkles
in metallic top and lace
skirt as she arrives for
Tokyo screening of hit
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Tokyo screening of hit
movie Jumanji:
Welcome To The Jungle
Grossed $937 million

'Let the song come out':
Cheryl 'set to reveal the
truth about her
relationship woes with
boyfriend Liam Payne in
her new lyrics'
Romant ic woes

'I have gained weight
and I do not give a f**k
about it': Victoria's
Secret model Bridget
Malcolm reveals she has
been 'at war' with her
body
 

Jeremy Kyle, 52, puts
on a cosy display with
former nanny fiancée
Vicky Burton, 36, as pair
make a glamorous
entrance at the
Cheltenham Races

Busty Rita Ora flashes
her underwear in a
completely sheer lace
dress with a thigh-high
split as she enjoys
dinner date in LA
Showing her lingerie

Braless Julianne
Hough sports sheer body
beneath cropped tuxedo
jacket as she joins
beloved husband Brooks
Laich at jewellery bash

Alessandra Ambrosio
flashes her rock hard
abs in glitzy sequin
tracksuit bottoms and
crop top at glamorous
jewellery launch in
Hollywood

'The most intelligent
guest star in the history
of The Simpsons': How
Stephen Hawking won
fans with guest roles in
The Big Bang Theory,
Futurama and Star Trek

'The sun's shining off
his teeth!' Joey Essex and
Spencer Matthews share
VERY heated exchange
after ex Made in Chelsea
star mocks his veneers

Rita Wilson showcases
her singing skills as she
joins Robert De Niro and
Bradley Cooper at star-
studded A Legacy of
Changing Lives gala 

'At any moment, life
will surprise you': Olivia
Wilde cradles a growing
baby bump as she
cuddles up to Oscar
Isaac in FIRST trailer for
new movie Life Itself
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Yolanda Hadid shares
a cryptic message on
Instagram as Gigi splits
from Zayn Malik... after
gushing the singer was
'like a son' to her 
Having her say?

Newly-engaged
Meghan Trainor rocks
slogan sweater and
wide-legged trousers in
London... after revealing
she thought she'd
NEVER find love

'She was the last to
know': TOWIE's Amber
Turner 'suffers
meltdown on set after
finding out about ex
Dan Edgar's romance
with Clelia Theodorou'

'I never guessed I'd be
happy turning 60':
Sharon Stone admits
making it to milestone
age is her 'greatest
achievement' after
terrifying stroke at 43 

Ex-Manchester United
star Dwight Yorke will
finally sell the six-
bedroom mansion he
shared with Katie Price
after dropping the
asking price by £100k

Outrage as it's revealed
Netflix paid The Crown's
Queen Elizabeth Claire
Foy LESS than Prince
Philip star Matt Smith
during BOTH seasons

Busty Laura Whitmore
gazes lovingly at dapper
beau Iain Stirling after
TRIC Awards... following
his insistence he is
'punching above his
weight'

'She is very delicate':
Selena Gomez is 'taking
time to herself' after split
from Justin Bieber... as
insiders deny claims her
mother was behind
break-up

'I got nervous around
Meryl but after working
with Oprah I'm fine!'
Reese Witherspoon
reveals she starts filming
Big Little Lies 2 with
Streep this week

Eagle-eyed Harry
Potter fans point out
HUGE 'plot hole' in the
latest Fantastic Beasts
movie trailer - and it
breaks a wizarding rule
confirmed by Rowling

Playboy model Carla
Howe shows off her
peachy derriere in skin-
tight nude frock as she
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tight nude frock as she
snaps selfies outside
magazine bash in
London

'I'm actually
speaking!': Susanna Reid
SNAPS at co-host Piers
Morgan as he playfully
interrupts her on Good
Morning Britain

Cristiano Ronaldo and
Georgina Rodriguez cosy
up in a cave and
stunning outdoor pool
as they continues to
document romantic
winter break

Shannen Doherty
looks demure in a
figure-hugging black
dress as she joins close
pal Chris Cortazzo at
glamorous Beverly Hills
event

She doesn't need any
support! Bella Hadid
goes braless in sheer
crop top at West
Hollywood bash...after
her sister Gigi's split
from Zayn Malik

'We had an incredibly
meaningful and loving
relationship': Zayn
Malik is seen for the first
time since confirming
'difficult decision' to
split from Gigi Hadid

No holding back! Zayn
Malik unfollows Gigi
Hadid AND her mom
Yolanda on Instagram...
hours after confirming
split
 

Forest Whitaker knocks
$1MILLION off his
sprawling Balinese-style
Hollywood Hills
compound... and opts to
sell his two houses
separately

Bobbi Kristina Brown
homicide investigators
'are reconsidering Nick
Gordon's role after his
recent arrest for
punching his girlfriend' 
'Back on t he police
radar'

Kim Kardashian shows
off her hourglass curves
in skintight white dress
for pal Lorraine
Schwartz's jewellery
launch
Ef f ort lessly chic

Olivia Attwood makes
worse-for-wear exit from
the TRIC Awards with
Amber Davies... after
guzzling bubbly to
celebrate Love Island's
big win
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Make-up free Cara
Santana looks casually
cool in stylish denims
and a baker boy cap in
West Hollywood
Couldn't  have looked
happier

House made famous by
blood-soaked Pulp
Fiction coffee scene goes
on sale in LA for $1.4
million, with three
bedrooms and 1,702 sq ft
of living space

Newly-single Georgia
May Foote looks
stunning in pink floral
dress as she enjoys a
girls' night out with pal
Lucy Mecklenburgh at
Very bash

Black is the new black!
Blake Lively, Sofia
Vergara and Heidi Klum
keep it classic in sexy
dresses as they lead the
A-list turnout at
Lorraine Schwartz party

All Eiza on her! Actress
Gonzalez stuns in
plunging oriental gown
as she attends jewellery
bash in LA... amid
rumours she is dating
Josh Duhamel

Charlotte McKinney
displays her tiny waist in
skimpy crop top paired
with chic patterned
trousers as she grabs a
bite in Los Angeles

Is that you, Ma'am?
Lifetime unveils photos
of the Queen in its
upcoming Meghan and
Harry biopic as the full
line-up is revealed - and
Diana's there too

Make-up free Emma
Roberts keeps a low
profile in cat-eye
sunglasses as she fills up
her Porsche SUV at the
petrol station
Kept  a low prof ile 

'It's a different chapter
now': Kimberley Walsh
reveals she's  grown
apart from former Girls
Aloud bandmates
Nadine Coyle and Sarah
Harding
 

Shanina Shaik shows
off her toned abs in a
bubblegum pink power
suit and a white crop-
top at star-studded
Lorraine Schwartz bash 
Jewellery launch

'Love is my drug!':
Olivia Culpo flaunts her
enviable figure as she
cuddles with football
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cuddles with football
star beau Danny
Amendola after
swimming with sharks
 

Alessandra Ambrosio
rocks sparkling leggings
as she picks up her
daughter Anja and son
Noah from school
On t he school run

First look at Julia
Roberts TV series debut
as she dons a thick wig
on the set of Amazon's
Homecoming
Ret urning t o t he realm
of  TV series

Alexandra Burke shows
off her incredible abs in
tiny crop top and ripped
jeans for The One
Show... as she explains
why she kept
engagement a secret

Dangerous curves
ahead! Stunning models
Samantha Harris, Elle
Ferguson, Elyse Knowles
and Robyn Lawley brave
the cold for a steamy
shoot
 

'It's not my idea of
paradise': Michael
Caine, 85, feels like
'retirement is coming' as
he can't cope with the
early starts and long
days

Sun goddess! Blanca
Blanco reveals flawless
figure in shimmering
blue bikini as she frolics
in the surf along Malibu
beach
Looking good

It's casual Cressida!
Off-duty actress and
former flame of Prince
Harry dresses down in
jeans and a top-knot as
she leaves Jermyn Street
Theatre 

Loved up Lady Gaga
and fiancé Christian
Carino cuddle up on the
sand and share public
kiss during day out in
Malibu
Mat ching hat s

Winnie Harlow flashes
her enviably long legs in
racy leather mini dress
as she sets pulses racing
at star-studded Christian
Dior bash

Age-defying Halle
Berry, 51, parades her
slender figure in torn
jeans as she holds hands
with her son Maceo, 4,
and daughter Nahla, 9
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'I love rainy days': Blac
Chyna shows off her
fresh pedicure as she
steps out of a salon in
flip flops during wet
weather in Los Angeles
Dipping int o puddles

Somber Bella Hadid
braves the rain in
patchwork trousers...
hours after sister Gigi's
shock split from Zayn
Malik
Downcast  af t er t he
news

Sofia Richie runs
errands in an all white
ensemble... before
hopping on a private
plane with British
beauty Lottie Moss
Working hard

Agatha Christie drama
that was axed by the BBC
at Christmas has been
RESHOT after Ed
Westwick was replaced
following rape claims
 

Erika Girardi makes
Teddi Mellencamp flee
in tears and calls her
'Miss crybaby' on Real
Housewives Of Beverly
Hills
Tensions are boiling
over

Pretty in pink! Zoey
Deutch wows in a
strapless floral dress for
Los Angeles premiere of
Flower
Z oey, 23, st ars in t he
comedic f ilm Flower

Patton Oswalt shares
writing by daughter who
takes after late mother
Michelle McNamara on
The Late Late Show
Shared his daught er's
writ ing

'Didn't look at your
history!' Chrissy Teigen
teases Diddy about
forgetting to log out of
Netflix after she and
John Legend rent same
vacation spot

Victoria's Secret Angel
Josephine Skriver shows
off her assets in a cut-
out dress as she
passionately locks lips
with Alexander DeLeon
at jewellery bash

Curves ahead! Ashley
Graham flaunts her
derriere and her
sculpted legs in spandex
while arriving to LAX
Casual f or her f light

Flare for fashion!
Margot Robbie sports
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Margot Robbie sports
bell-bottoms to brunch
in LA amid news she's in
talks to play Sharon Tate
in Tarantino's Manson
movie

'What you've been put
on this earth to do!'
Jessica Biel gushes about
hubby Justin
Timberlake's
performance during his
Man Of The Woods tour

Madison Beer wears
cleavage boosting outfit
for her sold out
performance in Berlin
Musician Madison is on
her current  European
t our

This Is Us co-
showrunner Elizabeth
Berger explains those
flash forwards during
season two finale of NBC
show
Second season

Second thoughts
already? First photos of
The Bachelor 2018
contestants emerge as
the women look
depressed and smoke
cigarettes 

She's ready for
Broadway! Vanessa
Hudgens shows off her
dance moves in a teaser
for her upcoming role in
musical In The Heights
Showed her moves 

It's official! Nick 'The
Honey Badger' Cummins
has been announced as
the new Bachelor for
2018
Rugby union player
'The Honey Badger'

'She's jealous':
Bethenny Frankel has
'ended her friendship'
with Carole Radziwill
after feeling like she was
'replaced by Tinsley
Mortimer'

'I don't want to live
without a gun': Brielle
Biermann defends
handgun gift she
received from mom Kim
Zolciak two weeks after
school shooting

Proud Cheryl praises
beau Liam Payne's
Commonwealth Day
service performance...
after THAT reaction
from Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle

Kim Kardashian shows
off her curves as she
discusses choosing to
have a baby girl,
surrogacy and why
husband Kanye West
needs 'attention'
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needs 'attention'

TOWIE's Amber Turner
parades her surgically-
enhanced cleavage and
peachy derriere in a
skimpy blue bikini as
she tops up her bronzed
glow in Dubai

Courtney Green joins
Chloe Meadows and
Amber Turner for
TOWIE filming in
Barcelona... as series 22
returns without SEVEN
show regulars

Katie Piper displays her
sensational post-baby
body in a green striped
dress as she kicks off
one-woman tour... three
months after giving birth
 

Katy Perry is overcome
with emotion during
American Idol
audition... after taking a
fall while dancing and
exposing herself to
judges

'Just a couple of bad
girls': Jessica Alba pairs
gray cardigan with olive
bottoms for
lunch...before posing
inside a store with Bad
Boys' Gabrielle Union

Reese Witherspoon is
joined by lookalike
daughter Ava Phillippe,
18, as she leads the
glamour at the London
premiere of A Wrinkle In
Time
 

Plaid will do! Joyous
Oprah Winfrey dazzles
in striking check skirt as
she arrives to the
European premiere of
new flick A Wrinkle In
Time in London
 

Halsey shows off her
long legs in a skimpy
LBD at Lorraine
Schwartz event in Los
Angeles
Halsey came dressed
t o impress

Former Britain's Got
Talent winner Ashleigh
Butler wins Crufts agility
prize with pet dog Sully...
just eight months after
losing her beloved
Pudsey

Battle of the blondes!
Kim Kardashian, 37,
shares striking image of
mother Kris, 62, and
grandmother Mary Jo,
83, for KKW Beauty
promo
 

Ireland Baldwin covers
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her exposed breast with
one hand for revealing
Instagram post
She is t he daught er of
Kim Basinger and Alec
Baldwin

Queen of Wakanda!
Angela Bassett, 59, looks
vibrant in purple blazer
and jumpsuit for
appearance on The Late
Show with Stephen
Colbert

FKA twigs cuts a casual
figure in green halter top
and black sweats as she
enjoys a coffee run with
a mystery man in West
Hollywood
 

Former X Factor star
Chloe-Jasmine
Whichello flashes
sideboob as she poses up
a storm in sheer lingerie
for racy new photoshoot
 

'Women are softer':
Jennifer Garner
discusses same-sex kiss
with Natassia Malthe in
2005 superhero film
Elektra
 

They put a ring on it!
Gigi Gorgeous and Nats
Getty make first red
carpet appearance as an
engaged couple
Heiress of  t he Get t y
oil billions

Kelly Clarkson nabs
talented powerhouse
Amber Sauer as blind
auditions conclude on
NBC show The Voice
During her f irst  season
as a judge 

Snow love lost!
Catherine Zeta-Jones,
48, and husband
Michael Douglas, 73,
cuddle up for cute photo
while cross-country
skiing
 

Caroline Flack
showcases her leggy
physique in a thigh-
skimming black  mini-
dress as she clutches
onto her TRIC award at
Kylie Minogue's gig
 

Gucci girl! Hailey
Baldwin looks
glamorous as she steps
out in designer tee and
high-waisted trousers for
lunch in West
Hollywood
 

Ellen DeGeneres
reveals how former
girlfriend's tragic death
inspired the stand up
routine that made her
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routine that made her
famous
 

The Who frontman
Roger Daltrey admits he
is 'very deaf' and now
relies on lip-reading and
in-ear monitors to
follow the music at live
shows 
 

Was Ruth Ellis's fate
sealed by her bleached
blonde hair?
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV
 

You really can have
your Cake and eat it!
Youthful Melanie Sykes,
47, displays her
incredible legs in
sophisticated black
gown with thigh-
skimming
 

It's just a Stormzy in a
teacup! Grime star
'refollows' girlfriend
Maya Jama on social
media... one day after
sparking split rumours
by unfollowing her
 

'This throwback seems
worth it': Armie Hammer
proves he's not ashamed
of past as he shares old
mugshot from 2011
marijuana possession
arrest
 

'I was mortified!'
Georgia 'Toff' Toffolo
recalls the embarrassing
moment she JUMPED on
top of Gerard Butler
 

'Thank you wonderful
family and many good
Samaritans': 50 Shades
Freed actress Arielle
Kebbel's sister reveals
she suffered a psychotic
break
 

Really using those
muscles! Mark Wahlberg
has hands full with
camping supplies as she
is joined by Rose Byrne
on set of their film
Instant Family
 

'She had a notorious
reputation': Original
Tomb Raider director
Simon West fought hard
to cast Angelina Jolie as
Lara Croft
 

A Very nice look!
Georgia 'Toff' Toffolo
shows off her trim
physique in vintage-style
blue dress
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blue dress
 

You'd better stop! Miley
Cyrus sued by Jamaican
artist for $300m over We
Can't Stop... for having
one identical lyrical line
 

Rocky's still got it!
Sylvester Stallone, 71,
shows off his brawny
arms while doing 100lbs
weighted pull-ups
 

Sisterly love! Kylie
Jenner takes to
Snapchat to document
hang out sesh with
Kendall... a month after
welcoming daughter
 

Chloe Meadows
displays her sensational
physique in thigh-
skimming blazer mini-
dress as she joins Chloe
Lewis for TOWIE shoot
in Barcelona
 

Iggy Azalea opens up
about severe depression
and says she couldn't
leave her house for 'a
good two years'
 

Fitness focused! Terri
Hatcher sports tight
striped leggings and tank
top for a trip to the gym...
days after denying she's
broke and homeless
 

'Strong Women
Intimidate Boys': Game
Of Thrones star Nathalie
Emmanuel gives a nod
to the Me Too movement
in bold statement T-shirt
 

'He's really, really
smart': Tyra Banks
boasts son York, two, is
so advanced with
counting and colors and
'speaks Spanish,
Norwegian and English'
 

TOWIE's Amber Turner
flaunts her VERY pert
posterior in a scarlet
thong as she documents
her non-surgical bum
lift on social media
 

Simply sparkling! Miley
Cyrus dons jewel-
encrusted jumpsuit to
announce Elton John
salute on Instagram
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Ex MIC star Nicola
Hughes displays her
svelte figure in strapless
leather mini dress
alongside former reality
castmate Tina Stinnes
 

Lucy Mecklenburgh
looks radiant in
sweeping floral gown as
she attends Very fashion
party... after returning
from Dubai sunshine
break with boyfriend
Ryan Thomas
 

Kristen Stewart bares
her belly in Tiki Hut
crop-top and khakis in
LA
You'd never guess t he
27 -year-old César
Award winner has been
a Chanel brand
ambassador

Alicia Vikander is a
fashionable flyer in long
black coat and designer
shades while arriving in
New York to promote
upcoming Tomb Raider
film
 

Breaking a vow? Joey
Essex attempts to go
incognito as he departs
TRIC Awards with Love
Island's Montana Brown
 

Make-up free Julianne
Hough shows off her
natural beauty while
casual cool in a navy
sweater and jeans in LA
 

Colin Firth's wife steps
out with her wedding
ring as she is seen for
first time since she
admitted 11-month
affair with Italian
journalist who stalked
her

'Everyone is happy to
see her smiling again':
Geordie Shore's Sophie
Kasaei 'hooking up' with
new cast member
Alexander MacPherson
 

Ray of sunshine!
Yolanda Hadid looks
cheerful in yellow as she
steps out in New York
after news daughter Gigi
has split from Zayn
Malik
 

Julie Bowen's
estranged husband Scott
Phillips 'asks for spousal
support' putting her
near $20m Modern
Family fortune at risk as
they were wed for 13
years
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Miami heat! Eva
Mendes models T-shirt
plugging her hometown
as she advertises her
clothing line
 

Margot Robbie 'has
been offered the role of
tragic Sharon Tate in
Quentin Tarantino's
upcoming film about the
Manson Family
murders'
 

'Tears just started
falling': HBO bosses
reveal Game of Thrones
actors broke down after
discovering their
characters 'were killed
off one by one'
 

Brendan Cole becomes
a father for a second
time as wife Zoe gives
birth to 'happy and
healthy son Danté' just
six weeks after his
Strictly sacking 

Busty Shelby Tribble
sizzles in a plunging
caped blouse as she steps
out with new boyfriend
Pete Wicks while filming
The Only Way is Essex
 

'I just love him so
much': Sam Faiers
breaks down in floods of
tears as she worries son
Paul will feel left out
now he has a baby sister
 

'He's a lovely
professional': Sharon
Stone defends her
Disaster Artist director
James Franco after six
sexual harassment
allegations
 

Samantha Cameron
steps out in a £340 dress
from her own label
Cefinn as she joins A-list
stars at the London
premiere for A Wrinkle
In Time
 

Victoria Beckham
shows off her trim figure
in chic wraparound
shirt dress as she arrives
at the Ritz in Paris
Back t o work

'I'll never forget this
love affair!' Stunning
blogger reveals she
enjoyed low-key
romance with Olly Murs
 

'Miss you': Kourtney
Kardashian posts sexy
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Kardashian posts sexy
flashback photo that
appears to be meant for
beau Younes Bendjima
 

TOWIE's Georgia
Kousoulou flaunts her
ample cleavage in
plunging crop top while
shooting in Barcelona...
after admitting she
regretted nose job
 

'I sent him packing!':
Rose Leslie reveals she
kicked fiancé Kit
Harington out of the
house over the summer
to avoid Game Of
Thrones spoilers

'We've been flirting
with his brothers all
night!' Olivia Attwood
reunites with her Love
Island co-stars as Chris
Hughes gets a birthday
surprise in Crackin' On

Lilah Parsons and
Laurence Fox FINALLY
make their romance
official as they share
romantic throwback
snap from French ski
getaway
 

Glamorous Michelle
Keegan puts on a busty
display in a floral print
blouse as she steps out
with husband Mark
Wright in LA
Cali sunshine

TOWIE star Yazmin
Oukhello sizzles in
plunging bodycon dress
as she packs on the PDA
with boyfriend James
while shooting in
Barcelona
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